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Abstract :  Image compression is important image handling assignment. Image processing help many sector to identify problems. 

Medical imaging is on the simplest technique for observation the patient health condition. CT or magnetic resonance imaging 

medical imaging produce digital kind of physical body photos. In medical image once some portion of image is to be selected, 

and then ROI is chosen with the assistance of discrete cosine transform. It’s used with the ROI method to compress the medical 

image to get rid of the interference result. This paper proposed HAAR & SPHIT algorithm for medical image compression. 

Simulation is done using MATLAB software. Result calculates in terms of MSE, PSNR, and compression ratio with simulation 

time. 

 

IndexTerms - PSNR, MSE, Haar Wavelet Transform, Discrete Cosine Transform, Region of Interest. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Image is restricting the size in bytes of a structures archive while not humiliating the standard of the image to an unacceptable 

level. The diminishing in record measure permits also pictures to be stored in the midst of a given measure of circle or memory 

zone. It besides restricts the time mentioned for pictures to be trade over the web or downloaded through locales. There are 

various strategies in the midst of which image reports may be pressed. For web use, the 2 most expansive stuffed practical image 

courses of action are the JPEG plot and besides the GIF plan. The JPEG system is extra commonly used for images, while the GIF 

strategy is regularly used for line craftsmanship and next pictures in the midst of which geometric shapes are reasonably 

conventional. Different routes for compression incorporate the use of fractals and wavelets. These strategies haven't expanded 

limitless affirmation for use on the web as of this creation. Regardless, every philosophy gives ensure since they make higher 

compression extents as connection with that of the JPEG or GIF frameworks for two or three sorts of pictures. Another latest 

framework that will in time substitute the GIF game-plan is that the PNG definition.  

Compressing mage is altogether one of a kind in connection to the compression rough twofold information. Clearly, general 

compression projects are much of the time used to pack pictures; at any rate the yield is less as that of the perfect. Additionally, a 

portion of the better data inside the image may be given up for sparing some additional exchange speed or storage room. This in 

addition infers lossy compression methodologies may be used in the midst of this field.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: MRI image of brain and CT image of abdomen 

In medicinal image compression conclusion and examination are doing honorably exactly when compression methods 

guarantee all the key image information required for the limit and transmission. As in telemedicine, accounts and the restorative 

images are transmitted through front line media transmission joins, so the help of medicinal image compression to pack the 

information with no loss of important information is enormous essentialness for the snappier trade of the information. There are 

various therapeutic image compression strategies are available. Truth be told, all image information compression plans can be 

completely grouped into two sorts. One is reversible compression, in like manner implied as "lossless." A reversible arrangement 

achieves humble compression extents of the solicitation of two, yet will allow right recuperation of the primary image from the 

stuffed interpretation. An irreversible arrangement, or a "lossy" plot, won't allow right recuperation after compression, anyway 

can achieve extensively higher compression extents. To keep up a key good ways from the above issue, there may be third 

elective that the decisively basic is transmission and limit of the image is lossless stuffed. This is the circumstance of lossless 

compression.  

Image compression keeps an eye on the issue of reducing the proportion of information required to speak to an automated 

image. It is a system expected to yield a traditionalist depiction of an image, as such decreasing the image stockpiling 

transmission essentials. Each image will have overabundance information. Abundance implies the duplication of information in 
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the image. It is conceivable that it may go over pixel over the image or model, which is reiterated even more as frequently as 

conceivable in the image. 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Medical imaging is one of the best techniques for monitoring the person’s health condition which is used widely nowadays. 

Also some of diseases can be detected using medical imaging methods. One of the problems that physicians encounter with it to 

store the medical images. This storage occupy more area for storing images long time as there is need to keep the record of 

numerous patients. So there is need to compress the image to be resolved in a variety of medical images, including radiography, 

magnetic resonance (MR), mammography, and ultrasound images, X-Rays, Brain MRI, CT images and so on. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The main concept behind for preserving regions, other than ROI is to address the location of the critical regions in the real 

image more simply, and to execute possible interactions accompanied by surrounding organs. Hence, lossy compression 

arrangement is useful in non- ROI regions to provide a global picture to the user while a lossless compression arrangement is 

required for ROI regions. The block diagram of introduced system is demonstrated in figure 3.1.Real medical image can be 

obtained by CT scanner or MRI technique, that have some part which is of diagnostic significance. The image is segmented into 

two parts: Region of interest (ROI) Part and Non region of interest (Non ROI).Seeded region growing technique is utilized to 

execute this segmentation. Lossy coding procedure such as DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) is subjected to non ROI part. The 

ROI Part which is of clinical interest is coded by DWT technique. Wavelet method is utilized for proper rebuild of ROI Part. 

 

 
 

Figure 2:  Block Diagram of Proposed System 

 

 Algorithm for Region growing procedure contains of the following steps. 

1. Divide the image into 16×16 blocks. Calculate initial seed points as follows. 

2. For every block, I Measure threshold T as average of maximum and minimum intensity. 

3. Repeat Steps (4) to (6) till T converges. 

4. Group pixels of each block into two groups, G1 and G2, where G1 has pixels whose intensity value is larger than T and 

G2 has pixels whose intensity value is less than T. 

5. Measure Mean (_1 and _2) and Specific Deviation ( _1 and _2) of G1 and G2 respectively.  

6. Re-estimate T, such that T = 0.5 * [(_1 and _2) + (_1 and _2)] and go to step 4. 

7. Measure total variance (TV) and mean variance (MV) 

8. Measure Seed Threshold, TS = TV + MV 

9. Determine pixels with Ts < T and choose them as starting candidate seed points. 

10. After selecting seed point, measure intensity difference among seed point and its neighborhood pixels. 

11. Examine the neighboring pixels and join them to the region if they are same to the seed point. 

12. Continue steps 10 and 11 until no more pixels can be added. 
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 In medical domain the high quality image data is maintained with the help of highly efficient servers across the network. 

There are some areas of medicine where it is sufficient to maintain high image quality only for diagnostically important regions, 

for example, tumor region of the brain MRI. In this project applied the algorithm in the test image “ROI and NROI part of the 

medical image” as shown in below Table-.1 illustrates compressed image quality with different coefficient factor and PSNR, 

MSE, CR and BPP  is calculated. 

 
Figure3: (a) input image (b) gray image (c) enhanced image 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Reconstruct image with blocking effect in Haar Wavelet method 

 

Figure 4 shows the reconstructed image with horizontal, vertical and diagonal details. This image we get by applied haar wavelet 

transform in the input image. 

 
 

Figure.5 Compress image 

 

The figure 5 shows the compressed image. We applied the DCT then we get the DCT compress image. 

 

 
                                 

Figure 6 output compression image 

 

The figure 6 shows the output compression image. In this input image preprocessing then we get the received output image after 

compression. 
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Figure 7 Graph of PSNR vs Level of compression 

 

The figure 7 shows graphical representation of peak signal to noise ratio and level of compression. So it is clear from graph 

compressed image has higher PSNR rather than original image. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 Graph of compression ratio vs Level of compression 

 

The figure 8 shows graphical representation of compression ratio and level of compression. So it is clear from graph compressed 

image has higher compression ratio. 

 

Table 1 Comparison table 

Sr No. 
Parameter Base paper Proposed 

1 PSNR 49.869 60.01 

2 MSE 0.6702 0.0650 

3 CR - 4.6875 

4 Time - 0.2 Sec 
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Figure 9: Comparison of previous and proposed work 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper implement HAAR & SPHIT algorithm for medical image compression. We explained highly scalable spilt coding 

algorithm that can work accompanied by a very low memory in set with the line-dependent transform, and demonstrated that its 

behavior can be competitive accompanied by a state of the art image coders, at a fraction of their memory utilization. To the best 

of our knowledge, our work is the first to introduce a complete execution of a low memory wavelet image coder. Proposed 

algorithm simulated using image processing tool box in MATLAB and   it is clear from simulation result, proposed approach is 

better than previous work in compression ratio, MSE, PSNR and simulation time. 
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